Simple, Secure, Centralized Endpoint Management for Education
Reduce IT Cost and Complexity with IGEL

Empower your organization’s IT infrastructure

- IGEL UDC and UD Pocket enable the repurposing of older hardware to one standard, secure OS, for all x86 devices (64-bit with 2Gbytes of RAM)
- Migrate to Windows 10 on any compatible x86 device without expensive hardware upgrades at the endpoint
- Central management enables fast and consistent reconfiguration of devices for lessons and exams, for locked-down and fully controlled student endpoints

Regardless of the scale or diversity of your educational environment, IGEL can help sharply lower endpoint complexity and cost while improving security.

- Supports multiple versions of Citrix Receiver in a single device
- Ensures class-, campus-, or system-wide endpoint compliance and student privacy
- Remote management for 10,000 devices is as easy as for 10
- Fully embedded support for single sign-on solutions, smart card readers, secure shadowing and more

Salem State University reduced user logon times to less than 30 seconds with IGEL

Montessori School of San Antonio sees a more than 60% savings in energy use with IGEL thin clients

Longview Public Schools saves up to 30 minutes per endpoint using IGEL automatic configuration

Ayshire College achieves quick, instant access to Citrix Virtual Desktops with IGEL

Visit our booth
IGEL will demonstrate its software-defined endpoint computing solutions during EDUCAUSE 2018

Meet us at Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion booth #413
Learn more about IGEL!